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meanings, for example, #controller can refer to a job or to an input device used for playing video games. Moreover,
a hashtag present in a message may be inappropriate simply because their creation and sharing are not controlled.
Therefore, the understanding of hashtags may be difficult for machines and humans because they are noisy data in
terms of the lexicon, syntax and semantic.
In recent years, numerous researchers 5,6,7,8 have expressed interest in classification or category recognition of messages posted on social media. Michelson et al. 9 note that hashtags are ungrammatical and noisy. They have proposed a
method linking a tweet to a tree of Wikipedia categories. Next this insight, Genc et al. 10 have shown that a Wikipediabased technique produces better classification messages accuracy than Latent Semantic Analysis 11 (LSA) and String
Edit Distance 12 (SED). In their work, Ferragina et al. 13 have focused on semantic hashtags classification. They have
used a Hashtag-Entity Graph, where entities are linked to Wikipedia categories and a support vector machine classifier. Thus, we observe that Wikipedia has been used in several approaches and seems to be useful to both messages
and hashtags classification task.
Messages and hashtags classification problem is closely linked to messages and hashtags recommendations. Li
et al. 14 have proposed a method to suggest hashtags by using WordNet and a Euclidean similarity distance. In their
approach, Godin et al. 15 have used a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model to recommend hashtags from the
message. Lu et al. 16 have introduced a recommendation tweets system based on user previous tweets. In a recent
work, Gong et al. 17 have adopted a convolutional neural networks to perform the hashtag recommendation problem.
Messages classification may have useful applications for studies in the field of information diffusion. For instance,
Romero et al. 18 have remarked that information propagation is different according to the topic. Myers et al. 19 have
noticed that messages about education, art or work have a shorter reach than others. Several works 20,21 have observed
discounts and promotions dissemination in social networks. Other researchers 22,23 have proposed diffusion models
taking into consideration the message topic.
In this work, we are interested in the contextualisation of hashtags by other hashtags. We argue that such a context
may improve information understanding both machines and humans, and may be useful in information recommendation/classification field. Nevertheless, some hashtags neighbour may be incoherent with the hashtag context. Our aim
is to extract the most relevant hashtags related to a hashtag, so indirectly find messages dealing with close topic. To
the best of our knowledge, not any work has focused on the hashtag context filtering.
The social network Twitter is a good case study to address this kind of problem. Indeed, Twitter has been a
pioneer in the appearance of hashtags, and also contains a wide variety of users: professionals, individuals, politicians,
associations, unions, companies, etc. In addition, this platform has nearly 100 million active users and 500 million
messages are posted every day.
The rest of the article is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed methodology. Section 3 details
the experiments and the obtained results. Section 4 is dedicated to the discussion. Finally, Section 5 concludes and
presents our future directions.
2. Methodology
Our aim is to filter the hashtag context which may contain irrelevant hashtags. We propose a data cleaning method
based on the generation of three hashtags context: the time context, the artificial context and the recent context. In
order to obtain the cleaned context, we choose hashtags present in at least two contexts (see Figure 1). Algorithm 1
presents this approach. Our method turns out to be language-independent as long as there are Wikipedia pages related
several topics for the target language. In addition, our method is suitable for parallel computing.
Function getCleanedContext(hashtag):
HRecentList ←− getRecentContext(hashtag, nbT weets, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince, dateUntil);
HT imeList ←− getT imeContext(hashtag, nbT weets, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince1, dateUntil1, dateS ince2, dateUntil2, dateS ince3, dateUntil3);
HArti f icialList ←− getArti f icialContext(hashtag, nbT weets1, nbRelatedHashtags, nbT opicsWords, dateS ince, dateUntil);
relatedHashtagsList ←− keepCommonHashtags(HRecentList, HT imeList, HArti f icialList);
return relatedHashtagsList;

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for cleaning the hashtag context
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Fig. 1. Methodology of hashtag context filtering.

Recent context. As its name suggests, the recent context is generated by keeping the top x of the most present
hashtags from N recent tweets. This context is the baseline context used in our experiments. In algorithm 2 we give a
description of this concept.
Function getRecentContext(hashtag, nbT weets, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince, dateUntil):
HRecentList ←− getRelatedHashtags(hashtag, nbT weets, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince, dateUntil);
return HRecentList;
Function getRelatedHashtags(hashtag, nbT weets, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince, dateUntil):
tweetsList ←− getT weetsList(hashtag, nbT weets, dateS ince, dateUntil);
hashtagsListGlobal ←− getHashtags(tweetsList);
countOccurrences(hashtagsListGlobal, hashtagsList, hashtagsListCount);
mergeS ort(hashtagsList, hashtagsListCount);
index ←− length(hashtagsList) − 1;
nbRelatedT ags ←− 0;
while index≥0 and nbRelatedTags<nbRelatedHashtags do
relatedHashtagsList.add(hashtagsList.get(index));
nbRelatedT ags + +;
index − −;
end
return relatedHashtagsList;

Algorithm 2: Recent context algorithm.

Time context. The time context is based on the idea that the meaning of the hashtag changes little over time. Thus,
we propose a temporal filter in order to keep hashtags neighbour invariant over time. The temporal filer consists to
generate a top x related hashtags from N tweets on three disjointed time intervals. To build the time context composed
up to x linked hashtags, we select hashtags present in at least two contexts (see Figure 2). Algorithm 3 introduces the
time context.
Function getTimeContext(hashtag, nbT weets, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince1, dateUntil1, dateS ince2, dateUntil2, dateS ince3,
dateUntil3):
HT imeList1 ←− getRelatedHashtags(hashtag, nbT weets, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince1, dateUntil1);
HT imeList2 ←− getRelatedHashtags(hashtag, nbT weets, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince2, dateUntil2);
HT imeList3 ←− getRelatedHashtags(hashtag, nbT weets, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince3, dateUntil3);
HT imeList ←− keepCommonHashtags(HT imeList1, HT imeList2, HT imeList3);
return HT imeList;

Algorithm 3: Time context algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Methodology of the time context generation.

Artificial context. The concept is to create artificially several noisy contexts for a hashtag, then extract the most
present hashtags in all contexts. To that end, we need words related several topics. We have used Wikipedia to extract
8 bags of English words (non-alphabetic characters, names, and stop words have been removed) linked to 8 topics:
food, games, health, movies, music, politics, sport, and technology. In order to build the artificial context, we select
randomly λ words in each bag of words, next, we transform them in hashtags. Then, we create hashtag pairs composed
of the hashtag that we want to contextualise and hashtags from the word bags. We select the Top x related hashtags
for each hashtag pair from K tweets. Finally, the artificial context is created by selecting up to x hashtags the most
present in each noisy context (see Figure 3). Algorithm 4 describes the artificial context.

Function getArtificialContext(hashtag, nbT weets1, nbRelatedHashtags, nbT opicsWords, dateS ince, dateUntil):
wordsT opicsList ←− getRandomWordsT opicsList(nbT opicsWords);
for i=0 to wordsTopicsList.size()-1 do
keywords ←− hashtag+” #”+wordsT opicsList.get(i);
HListT empo ←− getRelatedHashtags(keywords, nbT weets1, nbRelatedHashtags, dateS ince, dateUntil);
for j=0 to HListTempo.size()-1 do
hashtagsListGlobal.add(HListT empo.get( j));
end
end
countOccurrences(hashtagsListGlobal, hashtagsList, hashtagsListCount);
mergeS ort(hashtagsList, hashtagsListCount);
index ←− length(hashtagsList) − 1;
nbRelatedT ags ←− 0;
while index≥0 and nbRelatedTags<nbRelatedHashtags do
HArti f icialList.add(hashtagsList.get(index));
nbRelatedT ags + +;
index − −;
end
return HArti f icialList;

Algorithm 4: Artificial context algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Methodology of the artificial context generation.

3. Experiments and Results
In our experiments, we use GetOldTweets1 library which provides access (without limits) to older tweets in function
of keywords by choosing a start date and an end date. We apply our method on a subset of dataset2 provide by
Ferragina et al. 13 containing hashtags related to 8 topics: food, games, health, movies, music, politics, sport and
technology. In order to set parameters N and x mentioned above, we have generated baseline contexts of 50 hashtags
by varying the number N of tweets used. A human expert has judged the relevance of each hashtag presents in top 20
related hashtags (see Figure 4). We observe that the top 11 related hashtags seem more relevant when 100 tweets are
used. To compare the baseline context with the cleaned context, we choose to set N to 100, x to 10, λ and K are also
set at 10 in order to get up to 100 tweets by topic. T 1 , T 2 and T 3 are set to 2015, 2016 and 2017 respectively.
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Top 20 related hashtag
50 tweets

100 tweets

200 tweets

Fig. 4. Average relevance of hashtags in function of rank and number of tweets used to generate the baseline context.

We have selected randomly 65 hashtags for each topic, 520 hashtags in all, to compare the baseline context and
the cleaned context. Two human judges (judge 1 is a Twitter user, while judge 2 is not.) have evaluated the two
contexts for each hashtag and have noted if one of the contexts is better or if they are equivalent (i.e. equal) both in
terms of coherence and readability. For instance, regarding the hashtag #maternalhealth (see Table 1), the cleaned
1
2

https://github.com/Jefferson-Henrique/GetOldTweets-java
http://acube.di.unipi.it/hashtag-datasets/
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context is more relevant and more understandable than the baseline context. Concerning the hashtag #ps4, contexts
are equivalent in terms of coherence but the cleaned context is more explicit.
Hashtags
#maternalhealth
#ps4

Baseline context
#MaternalHealth #SincerelyVee #SWOP2017pic
#Malawi #equality #TeamVee #globalhealth
#GBV #LamazeAdvocacy17 #Nkhatabay
#PS4 #BO3 #XB1 #xbox #gaming #twitch #PSN
#Destiny2 #XboxOne #PS4sharepic

Cleaned context
#MaternalHealth
#globalhealth
#women #pregnancy
#PS4 #xbox #XboxOne #gaming
#twitch #Gaming

Table 1. Examples of baseline context and cleaned context.

According to judges evaluation on the 520 hashtags, our data cleaning method improve the coherence of hashtag
context in 64% of cases on average (see Figure 5). In addition, the cleaned context is more understandable than the
baseline context in 22% of cases on average. These results show that our filter is effective on several topics.
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(a)
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Fig. 5. Comparaison of baseline context and cleaned context on coherence (a) and readability (b).

Moreover, we argue that our artificial context may be helpful for information classification task. Indeed, we have
noted that the number of tweets found according to the subject during the generation of the artificial context is larger
when the hashtag pair is relevant. In other words, there are more tweets found when both hashtags belong to the same
topic. In order to illustrate this fact , we have used 50 hashtags randomly selected (for each topic) and we have set K
to 10 and λ to 10 in a first experiment (see Figure 6 (a)), then, we have set K to 100 and λ to 5 (see Figure 6 (b)). We
remark the same trend on both experiences.
8
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Fig. 6. Average number of tweets found when hashtags in a hashtag pair belong to the same topic or do not belong to the same topic.

As shown in Figure 6 (b), 49 tweets are found on average when a hashtag related to food is associated with another
hashtag (generate from the word bag of food) related to food, while 8 tweets are found on average when a hashtag
related to food is associated with a hashtag related a different topic.
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To observe the complexity of our data cleaning method, we perform several runtimes by using 100 hashtags randomly selected beforehand. We have used a laptop with an Intel processor i7-7500U (2 cores, 4 threads) and 8gb of
ram running Ubuntu 16.04. We remark that the runtime increases linearly with the number of tweets used (see Figure
7) .
80
70

Seconds

60
50
40
30
20

10
0

25

50

75

100

Number of tweets

Fig. 7. Execution time in function of the number of tweets used.

4. Discussion
In this paper we have addressed the problem of hashtag context, by proposing a new and original data cleaning
method that aims to extract relevant neighbours hashtags of a hashtag. As shown in the paper, the relevance here
means consistency and readability.
This work as part of the more general task of cleaning and preprocessing data. Indeed, the evolution of the means
of communication, and especially messages exchanged on online platforms such as Facebook or Twitter, allows today
the diffusion short messages, with many abbreviations, punctuated by a lot of emoticons and dotted with hashtags and
suitcase words. In this context, many data mining tasks fail when they are applied on this kind of message. Thus
this cleaning work is fundamental to give meaning to the words and expressions collected and to attempt to optimise
downstream data mining tasks.
Although this work only focuses on a cleaning method, the gain in meaning that provides approach could be
used to address various text analysis tasks such as text classification, sentiment and opinion analysis, text clustering.
Moreover, we have shown that the runtime increases linearly with the number of tweets, which could allow to address
large datasets.

5. Conclusion and Perspectives
In this paper, we introduced a data cleaning methodology (independent of the language and suitable for parallel
computing) to filter hashtag context. We tested our method on 520 hashtags related to 8 topics and we observed
an improvement of relevance of the hashtag context. Indeed, on the one hand, we remarked that about 64% of
cleaned context are more consistent than baseline context and, on the other hand, about 22% of cleaned context are
more readable than baseline context. In addition, we showed that our method has a linear complexity, so may be
used on large datasets. Therefore, our filter could be helpful to improve information classification or information
recommendations in Twitter.
As perspectives, we plan to complete the experiments on a larger number of tweets. The goal is to consolidate
results and check for the trends when the dataset is larger. In this context, we also want to study the scalability, and
especially the behaviour of the method when faced with very large datasets. In the longer term, we plan to demonstrate
also the interest of the approach in the improvement of the results obtained with traditional text mining tasks such as
text classification, sentiment analysis, opinion mining or text clustering.
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